Programme’s mission & objectives:
The Bachelor Degree Programme in Bengali is an unique and most popular degree programme of NSOU. In West Bengal, there is none other than NSOU who offers Bachelor Degree programme in ODL mode. Being the first language of the state, the demand for learning Bengali Language & Literature has always increased in last two decades. From inception NSOU has tried to address the general demand for the course and has offered Bengali Language & Literature course through ODL mode. The main objective of the course is to impart standard course curricula of the subject which is at per to any other conventional university. The phenomenal growth in terms of enrolment in this course shows that learners are satisfied with it in the receiving end. The mission of offering such state language course within the ambit of a premier State Open University in graduation level, is to broaden the cultural horizon and to promote the cultural mobility of ‘Bengali’ as language in the state of West Bengal.

Expected Programme Outcome:
The Bachelor Degree Programme in Bengali through ODL system is so flexible in nature that one can use its advantages. Fresh learners coming from higher secondary level who have not get any chance to take admission in conventional mode are used to attached with such programmes of ODL. This programme, offered in ODL mode can definitely enhance the skill and understanding of Bengali language & literature of a learner. After successful completion of the Programme Learner can take entry into PG Level.